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Figure 1: An example of integrated real-time shading of shadow, direct illumination and subsurface scattering using a Bas-Relief height field
obtained from Lucy Sculpture. As shown in this sequence of images, a single parameter between 0 and 1 that is computed by using our method is
sufficient to obtain all three effects in a consistent manner.

ABSTRACT
In this work, we present an integrated model that can provide
direct illumination, subsurface scattering and soft shadow effects in
a single equation. We have implemented our model to render bas-
reliefs, which are the shapes that are defined as height fields. Using
our model it is possible to interactively obtain all three effects in a
qualitatively consistent way. One of the most important properties
of our model is that it provides cosθ for planar surfaces. Moreover,
our formula is qualitatively related to exponential attenuation due
to scattering and provides soft shadows. Therefore, this model
provides qualitatively consistent shading for direct illuminated
subsurface scattering and shadow regions.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Non-photorealistic render-
ing;
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1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
During the last several decades many models for rendering have
been developed to emulate illumination effects such as direct illumi-
nation, shadows and subsurface scattering. However, these models
are not really consistent with each other since each model relies
on a different type of simplification. Because of this inconsistency,
it is hard to combine these effects for obtaining qualitatively con-
sistent results. In practice, we cover up this problem by using more
and more lights. This is not really desired since it is better to use
a few lights as interface controls to obtain desired results. There
is, therefore, a need for a simple method that can produce quali-
tatively consistent results for a wide variety effects. In this work,
we present such a new method model, cosθ shadows, to provide a
better control over results even with one light.
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(a) cos theta. (b) Subsurface shadow.

Figure 2: Integrated Computation of the direct illumination and shadow.

2 OUR INTEGRATED MODEL
We base our integrate model on qualitative similarity concept in-
troduced by Forbus et al [Forbus 1984]. Let Qx : D → R and
Qy : D → R denote functions x = Qx (v) and y = Qy (v) where
v ∈ D denote any given domain and x ,y ∈ R denote real numbers.
They, then, say Qx and Qy are qualitatively proportional to each
other if there exists a monotonically increasing mapping y = f (x).
One advantage of this formulation, there is no need to explicitly
derive the monotonically increasing function f (For details see
[Wang 2014]).

Our cosθ shadow model is really simple. Let pL denote the po-
sition of a point light and, let pS and ®nS denote the position and
the normal vector of a given shading point on a surface. We define
a new shading position under the surface as p′S = pS − d ®nS . Let
L(pL , p′S ) denote the line segment that starts from p′S and ends at
pL and let r denote the length of L(pL , p′S ) goes through inside of
the shapes. Then, the contribution of the illumination is computed
simply as t = d/r (See Figure 2).

3 QUALITATIVE SIMILARITIES
Let the shading surface be a plane, then it is easy to demonstrate
that t = t = r/d gives us cosθ regardless of d (See Figure 2a). Note
that the equation is valid only for (pL − p′S ) · ®nS > d where ·
denotes dot product since the light cannot be inside of the object.
Moreover, even if the surface is not planar, when limd → 0, it still
provides cosθ .

Shadow is the one that produces inconsistencies. In computer
graphics we have two different sources of shadow: (1) Self-shadows
of convex shapes that are identified as cosθ < 0 regions; and (2)
other shadows that are identified by occlusion of the light by other
objects and other parts of the same but non-convex object. Note
that our new model actually combine both cases in one equation
as shown in Figure 2b where r1 qualitatively similar the first type
shadows and r2 qualitatively similar to second type of shadows and
r = r1 + r2 logically combines both.

Exponential attenuation due to scattering along a path can be
given as e−ax where a is a positive real based on subsurface scat-
tering property of the object material and x is the total length of
the path inside of the object. The total scattering effect can be com-
puted as an integral of exponential attenuation of all possible paths

between the two points L(pL and pS ). Without loss of generality,
we can assume that the total scattering is qualitatively similar e−ar
where r is the length of L(pL , p′S ) goes through inside of the shapes
as before. Based on this assumption, it is easy to show that e−ar
and d/r are qualitatively similar for all positive a values.

Figure 3: More examples of integrated real-time shading of
shadow, direct illumination and subsurface scattering using
a Bas-Relief height field.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have implemented this model to render bas-relief. All our results
turned out to be exceptionally good despite the simplicity of our
model and the shortcomings of bas-relief as representation of 3D
shapes (See Figures 1, and 3). Brief discussions provided above
about qualitative similarities of our model with cosθ , two types of
shadows and exponential attenuation due to scattering explain why
we obtain such powerful results with a simple model. This model
can easily be included in a rendering system to replace models to
obtain these three effects. This work was partially supported by
NVidia through Hardware Donation Program.
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